
COURSE OUTLINE

Social Media 

Workshop



INTRODUCING COLLAB DIGITAL
Collab Digital is a Tauranga-based digital marketing agency that specialises in social media, content

creation and training. We are proud to represent some of NZ’s biggest brands online – driving digital

strategy across multiple markets including New Zealand, Australia, Singapore, Middle East and United

Kingdom. Our Social Media Workshops are recognised nationwide as the highest rated with over 670+

reviews from the 8,000 attendees we have had over the last 3 years. We offer a dynamic learning

experience using our knowledge along with real-time examples to educate you on how you should be

using social media to grow your business.

FUNDING IS AVAILABLE
You may be eligible to receive 50% funding of this workshop as part of the NZTE Management

Capability Fund. To find out more, please email us at hello@collab.co.nz

mailto:hello@collab.co.nz


With over 8,000 attendees, we have a 5-star rating

based on 671 reviews on Facebook.



WHAT’S INCLUDED?
• Premium venues with modern facilities for your comfort

• A delicious breakfast and substantial morning tea, so come hungry!

You can also specify any dietary requirements prior.

• One-on-one support on the day from the Collab team

• Workshop stationery, treats and more!

• Ongoing support after the workshop

This workshop is suited to beginner/intermediate level users and is limited

to just 30 attendees to allow for more in-depth learning. Typically, attendees

are business owners, entrepreneurs, marketing managers or those with an

interest in digital marketing, corporate marketing teams and salespeople.

WHO IS THE WORKSHOP SUITED FOR?

OUR 2021 WORKSHOP
Introducing our brand new Social Media Workshop! In a classroom style

environment, you’ll learn everything you need to know to be able to create a

successful social media strategy that gets results! With a strong focus on both

organic and paid strategy, we’ll answer all the big questions, take you into

LIVE campaigns for some of New Zealand’s biggest brands and much more!



WHAT WILL WE COVER?

• Platform Update
We’ll bring you up to speed on platforms, the latest functionality, updates and much more. Further

to that, we’ll discuss usage, audience behaviour changes and more.

• Organic Strategy
Understanding how to drive results organically is fundamental to success. We’ll discuss organic

strategy top to bottom, including content creation, audiences, insights, objectives, what to post,

when to post, scheduling, additional tools and more.

• Paid Strategy
We’ll give you an all-access pass to everything we know, including a detailed overview and analysis of

Ads Manager (Mobile & Desktop), Business Manager, pixels, campaign setup best practice, objectives,

audiences, budgets and scheduling, creation of branding, engagement and traffic campaigns and

more.

• Campaign Design
It’s time to get hands-on! In this section we’ll be creating audiences, followed by the creation of

brand awareness and engagement advertising campaigns end-to-end, with plenty of one-on-one

support included!

There will also be plenty of opportunities for questions on the day!



WHAT WILL YOU NEED TO PREPARE? 
Ideally, you’ll come prepared with access to each of the elements below.

Fear not, if you do not have all these elements that is not an issue – we

can provide workarounds on the day so you can get the most from the

workshop.

1. You will need a laptop that has the ability to connect to WIFI. We will

provide internet access and power for you to plug in at your desk.

2. Access to some imagery suitable for social media. Ideally you will

have 10 images that we can utilise on the day. These will be your

favourite images that showcase your business, and what you offer.

3. A short caption to match each of the images.

4. A list of burning questions that you would like answered on the day.

5. Facebook Ads Manager access with payment details loaded. If you do

not have Ads Manager set up, please have credit or debit card details

on hand in case we need to set your advert account up from scratch

or clear a historic balance. Note that if you have questions on this,

please email us at hello@collab.co.nz.

Please also come with an open mind and be ready to learn!



REVIEWS
Very informative course today! Time just flew, 

very much enjoyed and learned heaps. Great 

content really looking forward to getting stuck 

in with one-on-one help and putting skills into 

place! Well done all, venue and food was 

amazing too - highly recommend.

STEPH HABORNE

REVIEWS
Loved the social media course, it completely  

changed how I think about social and how I’ll  

use social media going forward. Was great to 

learn from someone that has real world  

experience rather than book knowledge. I  

would fully recommend Collab!

LIZ PELLOW



REVIEWS
I cannot recommend Collab Digital’s “Social Media 

Workshop” enough. Hugely eye-opening to the 

world of digital marketing and its benefits, as well 

as how to do it yourself. There’s no catch here... 

they really do give you the information and the 

steps to be able to take charge of your own  

business’s social media marketing!

ABBIE RALEIGH

REVIEWS
Thank you Collab Digital for an informative  

social media workshop today. I left there buzzing 

with ideas and positive changes I can make to 

better utilise our social media and armed with 

the knowledge to implement them (and the 

ongoing support if needed). Changes have 

started already!

TEE LEMI



THANK YOU.

collab.co.nz collabdigitalnz collabdigital


